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Bible Stories to Hear and Touch contains many stories and simple crafts to be used in teaching children well-loved Bible stories from the Old and New Testament. These stories are short and
the crafts simple, which can be used for home activities, Sunday School, Vacation Bible School, or the Christian classroom. Supplies for crafts can be purchased at minimal cost and will
stimulate the learning of stories such as “Jonah and the Whale,” “The Tower of Confusion,” and “A Blessing from God,” with the birth of Jesus. Learn to read the story, tell the story, and then
create the story.
Describes the mathematical bases of life, including consistent patterns of numbers and geometric figures that are found in physics, mythology, philosophy, and religion, and art
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With
award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy
and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
An invaluable resource for knot tyers of every skill level.
How to braid, weave, and knot in hundreds of different ways. Belts, mats, rugs, sandals, hats, bags, much more. 57 illustrations.
Early training of children in the basic truths of Christianity has become an increasingly high priority in Christian circles. To satisfy the demand for up-to-date material on the subject, editors
Robert Clark, Joanne Brubaker, and Roy Zuck have revised and expanded Childhood Education in the Church. Numerous revisions and several new chapters (some by new authors) have
been added, including essays on "Teaching Exceptional Children" and "The Role of Home Schooling in Childhood Education." Written by a wide variety of experts in Christian education, this
volume is designed for use in teacher training classes and for professional training in Bible colleges and seminaries. Each of the thirty-five articles explores a specific area of importance to
childhood education. Together they present a complete picture of Christian education of children. - back of book.
Prayer: Celebrating and Reflecting with Girls provides ideas for community prayer services and suggestions for enriching girls' personal prayer lives. Twenty-three experiences rich in symbol
and ritual are designed to put the hearts and minds of adolescent girls in touch with the sacred. Themes include discernment, nature, wisdom, friendship, peace, brokenness, heritage, life's
burdens, and saying yes to God.
Lying at Europe's remote western edge, Ireland long has been seen as having an artistic heritage that owes little to influences beyond its borders. This publication, the first to focus on Irish art
from the eighth century AD to the end of the sixteenth century, challenges the idea that the best-known Irish monuments of that period-the high crosses, the Book of Kells, the Tara Brooch, the
round towers-reflect isolated, insular traditions. Seventeen essays examine the iconography, history, and structure of these familiar works, as well as a number of previously unpublished
pieces, and demonstrate that they do have a place in the main currents of European art. While this book reveals unexpected links between Ireland, Late-Antique Italy, the Byzantine Empire,
and the Anglo-Saxons, its center is always the artistic culture of Ireland itself. It includes new research on the Sheela-na-gigs, often thought to be merely erotic sculptures; on the larger cultural
meanings of the Tuam Market Cross and its nineteenth-century re-erection; and on late-medieval Irish stone crosses and metalwork. The emphasis on later monuments makes this one of the
first volumes to deal with Irish art after the Norman invasion. The contributors are Cormac Bourke, Mildred Budny, Tessa Garton, Peter Harbison, Jane Hawkes, Colum Hourihane, Catherine
E. Karkov, Heather King, Susanne McNab, Raghnall Floinn, Emmanuelle Pirotte, Roger Stalley, Kees Veelenturf, Dorothy Hoogland Verkerk, Niamh Whitfield, Maggie McEnchroe Williams,
and Susan Youngs.
"Precisely Literal, Richly Revealing" Pairing the most literal English translation available with an illuminating in-text exposition of each verse in the Bible, this outstanding resource will helps
strengthen your grasp on God's Word. By comparing the precise NASB with the magnified sentence structure of the Amplified Bible, readers are better able to appreciate the meaning of the
scriptures as understood by their audience in the original languages. Known for its word-for-word literal accuracy, the New American Standard Bible, updated edition, is the #1 choice for indepth inductive Bible study. And through its unique use of synonyms and definitions, the Amplified Bible both explains and expands the meaning of words in the text by placing amplification in
parentheses and brackets after key words or phrases. Through multiple expressions, greater emphasis is given to the divine message as reflected in the original Greek and Hebrew. Now
readers can benefit from both translation approaches with this side-by-side comparison that offers a more enriching experience with God's Word. NASB 12--For now we see in a mirror dimly,
but then face to face; now I know in part, but then I will know fully just as I also have been fully known. 13--But now faith, hope, love, abide these three; but the greatest of these is love.
AMPLIFED BIBLE 12--For now we are looking in a mirror that gives only a dim (blurred) reflection of realitys in a riddle or enigma], but then when perfection comes] we shall see in reality and
face to face Now I know in part (imperfectly), but then I shall know and understand fully and clearly, even in the same manner as I have been fully and clearly known and understood by God].
13--And so faith, hope, love abide faith--conviction and belief respecting man's relation to God and divine things; hope--joyful and confident expectation of eternal salvation; love--true affection
for God and man, growing out of God's love for and in us], these three; but the greatest of these is love.
Offers information on bead types, styles, materials, and tools with tips and techniques for purchasing beads and materials.
Aldama (English, University of Colorado) presents unpublished short fiction, poetry, and essays by Islas (1938-1991), a gay Chicano writer best known for his novels The Rain God and
Migrant Souls. An introduction discusses Islas' poetic form and narrative technique and his place in Chicano literature, and a chronology outlines major events in his life. Annotation (c)2003
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Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com).
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Lovers Bible is an ode to being a lover as a way of life, seeking the beloved in everything, and having the audacity to make out with existence every chance you get so as to give the multiverse
cosmic goose bumps! Part guide to being a lover and part poetic prophecy, this volume is potency incarnate. Infused with the mana of the Hawaiian Islands, these passages reflect the spiritual
connection to the aina (life force) of this new Eden oasis. Inspired by and written amongst Hawaiian fairy forests and enchanted tropical dreams, Lovers Bible merges in the center, with half
being day and half being night, a metaphor for the lover and beloved playing the eternal game of hide-and-seek kiss-tag. Sacred and profane eroticism decorate the pages, and tenderly
offered inamorato philosophy flowers in the fodder of this seductive verse. Its not for the faint of heart, and sacred sensual scriptures emerge from this incantation of passion and playfulness,
beckoning the initiate to awaken to the power inherent within, declaring, For God so loved the world that she formed Creation with a kiss. Beyond religions, belief systems, or concepts of any
kind, there is the deepest truth of being human, which is tenderness with an edge. Lovers Bible is a manuscript for those who find more holiness in a single sweet embrace than in all the
shrines and semantics of the world. The lovers path, the beauty way, is embedded in nature. Hidden in every leaf, rock, river, and creature is a kiss from Creation, saying, Come play!
An indispensable guide to beads and beading techniques, presenting essential beading know-how together with a wide range of inspirational projects, tips and ideas. Beads are the oldest and
most widespread art form, having been used in virtually every culture since ancient times. Over the years new materials and methods of making beads have been introduced and now bead
workers have a vast array of stunning beads to work with. Beading has also developed over the years and, even though many traditional techniques are still popular, the craft is constantly
evolving. With so many techniques, and such a vast array of beads and materials available for the contemporary beader, there is definitely a need for a comprehensive guide. The Beading
Bible is just that – an encyclopaedia of beads and beading techniques that aims to educate and inspire anyone who loves working with beads. The Beading Bible begins by looking at beads
themselves; how to choose beads from metal, modelled, gemstone, seed beads and cylinder beads to hex beads, crystals, glass and bugle beads. There are handy tables to help you to
understand how beads are measured and bead quantities, as well as advice on choosing bead colours. You are then guided through the basic to more specialist tools and equipment that you
will need in beadwork. You will find each beading technique explained in detail throughout the chapters. However, the book begins by giving you the basic knowledge of essential techniques,
such as working from a chart and knotting. The book is divided into eight chapters that cover all the traditional techniques: bead loom weaving, off loom bead stitches, ropes and cords,
fringing, netting and tassels, threading and stringing, wire work and jewellery techniques, bead embroidery and even knitting and crochet with beads. Within each chapter you are guided
through the basic skills, tools and materials, before tackling more advanced techniques. Inspiration pages will give you interesting ideas using the different techniques, and there are over 30
fabulous projects, ranging from beautiful bags and jewellery to stylish scarves and accessories – perfect excuses for trying out your new skills! Easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions, clear
diagrams and stunning photography combine to create the must-have resource for beaders of all abilities.
Tommy Conklin a nineteen-year-old scuba enthusiast joins an American underwater expedition based in Honduras.
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The renowned jewelry crafter teaches readers how to make beautiful creations using the traditional Japanese braiding technique of Kumihimo. Kumihimo is the centuries-old Japanese artform
of creating elegant braids using intricate and beautiful patterns and designs. These braids are then fashioned into all kinds of objects, such as bracelets, necklaces and more. This illustrated
guide features step-by-step diagrams and photographs to help you create your own Kumihimo jewelry projects at home. Written by expert jewelry crafter Dorothy Wood, The Beginner’s Guide
to Kumihimo covers a range of techniques including flat braids, square braids, honeycomb braids, hollow braids, spiral braids, and braiding with beads. Readers will learn to use different cords
and wire, as well as finishing techniques. This volume also features templates to make your own Kumihimo disk and plate, plus a handful of contemporary projects for jewelry and accessories
so you can put your newfound braiding skills to use right away.
The Knotting and Braiding BibleA Complete Creative Guide to Making Knotted JewelleryDavid & Charles
Loyal to the Land is a sweeping history of one of the United States' largest working ranches, the Big Island of Hawaii's Parker Ranch. Dr. Bergin chronicles the ranch from its establishment on two acres
purchased for ten dollars by John Palmer Parker to the years following World War II and the beginning of a new era of family ranch management under Parker s grandson, Richard Smart. In this wide-ranging
and insightful book, illustrated with more than 250 historical photos, Dr. Bergin first discusses the important Hispanic vaquero roots of ranching in Hawaii. He then relates the histories of the five foundation
families, providing rich and detailed information on key members who contributed to the Ranch's success. The balance of the book examines every aspect of Parker Ranch development: management, labor,
improvements and diversification of livestock, veterinary and animal care programs, and the Ranch s role and influence on the Big Island and the state.
-- Teenagers explore foundational core beliefs, helping them grow as Christians and build a lifelong faith. -- All studies use active learning...students are involved and remember more of what they learn. -Studies are quick and easy to prepare...instead of hours preparing, you'll have more time to spend with kids. -- No students books are required...saving churches money. -- Teenagers discuss what they
discover in God's Word...building support and friendships that help them in challenging times. -- All handouts are photocopiable...no wasteful student books going in the trash at the end of a quarter. -Relevant topics keep kids from being bored. Teenagers listen closely, join discussions, and come back, week after week. -- Studies build solid Christian character in teenagers...launching kids on a lifetime of
service and faith. -- Six new studies axe available each quarter, each with four weeks of material...providing solid, relevant materials that keep leaders on the cutting edge and giving kids the insights and help
they need. -- Studies are field-tested with real youth groups in real churches...so youth directors lead with confidence.
Vols. for 1898-1968 include a directory of publishers.
In view of the explosion of mathematical theories of knots in the past decade, with consequential applications, this book sets down a brief, fragmentary history of mankind's oldest and most useful technical
and decorative device - the knot.
At last, medical science explains "bad hair days" -- and what you can do to avoid them! The straight-haired among us long for curls, yet those so endowed wish to tame their headstrong locks. Although you
can't change what you were born with, you can make the most of the hair you have -- by knowing the physiological, chemical, and even psychological causes of the most common hair problems. Dr. Susan
Craig Scott, a hair-replacement surgeon, consults with other medical authorities and beauty experts to present the ultimate companion to having vibrant, healthy hair at any age. The Hair Bible is every
woman's guide to • Best daily treatments, products, and hair care tools • Styling without damage • Finding your look • Fixing styling mistakes • Choosing wigs, extensions, and other alternatives The Hair
Bible also tackles a major concern for millions of women: hair loss. Dr. Scott explains how stress, diet, prescription medication, vitamin deficiencies, chronic illness, and other factors affect hair growth -- and,
with a keen awareness of the emotional strains on women coping with thinning hair, she presents up-to-the-minute information on all treatment options: MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL: minoxidil,
cortisone, and hormone therapies NATURAL: herbal products, stress management, and fitness NUTRITIONAL: dietary changes for improved hair SURGICAL: implants, grafting, scalp reduction, and more
Get to the root of your hair care concerns. Turn to The Hair Bible for answers -- and make every day a great hair day!
Presents step-by-step instructions for creative knots and braids and explains how to use these techniques to make jewelry and accessories.

Learn how to create elegant macramé pieces with this comprehensive, fully-illustrated guide by the renowned author of The Knotting and Braiding Bible. In How to Macramé,
jewelry crafter and macramé expert Dorothy Wood covers all the essential techniques for creating your own elegant and intricately knotted jewelry. With detailed photographs and
clear, step-by-step instructions, you’ll go from beginner to expert in no time. How to Macramé covers Macramé Basics, Square Knot Variations, Multistrand Macramé, Half-hitch
Variations, Adding Beads, and Finishing Techniques. Plus, once you've mastered the basics, you will be able to test your skills with jewelry projects including bracelets, a
necklace and a brooch.
Covers fly, spinning, casting, and troll tackle, bait, lures, fly fishing, fish behavior, knots, equipment, and the cleaning and cooking of trout and salmon
Interactive Study Programs Make God's Word Come Alive. Why is the Bible, one of the bestselling books of all time, often left on our shelves gathering dust? Perhaps because
we misunderstand the purpose of the Holy Scriptures. Our ScriptureWalk series is designed specifically for Catholic senior and junior high youth, to help them connect with the
voice of God in their lives. Using dynamic, engaging, and active learning strategies to bring the Scriptures to life, ScriptureWalk invites teens to open their hearts by reflecting on
how God appears to them through events and people. Each ScriptureWalk Senior High session is built on a Scripture passage, with a 45- to 60- minute Bible study, a 15- to
20-minute creative activity that applies the passage to teen life, and a 10- to 15-minute prayer service that brings the theme into group prayer. ScriptureWalk Junior High sessions
are designed to serve younger adolescents with shorter attention spans: each 90-minute session changes often through various discussions, crafts, games, and creative prayer
times to reflect on the Scriptures. This energetic program fits easily into the junior or senior high youth-group format. You can also use it to enhance your youth ministry in
catechetical sessions, weekly study groups, miniretreats, or Scripture classes. Each volume includes everything you need to plan a session your teens won't soon forget!
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